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Summary
• Care is needed in linking social data (esp preferences): small changes
à large differences in outcome (eg in ES modelling)
• Capturing social processes / dynamics is important
• Much data describe these

- Formal data: comprehensive (census) or targeted survey
- Informal data: high volumes, dynamic and diverse

• But

- Formal data out of date and temporally static
- Informal data has huge biases

• They can be linked to overcome this

Suggestions
• The MAUP should be routinely tested for

- a massive and overlooked issue, affects all spatial data
- always should describe how model is affected by the MAUP

• Small targeted datasets are better than a Big Data shotgun ie !(nà all)
- Don’t believe the hype!

• Integrate formal & informal data to capture social processes / dynamics
• Apply Data Transfer Functions (not just model TFs) within model coupling
• Replace static models with Dashboards? (dynamic, exploratory, flexible)
• Advocate taking a Critical approach to all analyses of informal data and spatial data – see
Brunsdon and Comber (2020)

Critical Data Studies
• CDS approach: openness, transparency, sharing, reproducibility for
defensible spatial data science
• Counter to the hype of the so-called Big Data revolution

- data analytics, data science and spatial data science replacing statistics, statistical
analysis and spatial analysis

• Needed because all data are spatial - they are collected somewhere
• Requires deep consideration of issues related to data spatial properties
- the MAUP, don’t assume ‘n à all’ is better, questions of practical significance vs
poorly formulated hypothesis / data mining

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 − 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
= 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔

Pre-amble
• Invitation was to give a talk on Geo-spatial
Quantitative Social Science

Landscape Decisions

- Getting people into the landscape

• People = decision makers (farmers etc)
• People = consumers, users, citizens
• People = policy makers, planners

PERSPECTIVE

NATURE SUSTAINABILITY
(2) Identify drivers and hierarchies

(1) Select ecosystem responses

(3) Generate hypotheses

Regional drivers

v

Landscape drivers

- Social processes, Behaviours and preferences

(4) Define regional context

Local drivers

(8) Produce effect maps, draw inferences

• Aim was to examine

- LD actors with different objectives and priorities
- Variation within / between groups
- Tensions individual vs institutional objectives

(5) Measure landscape-level
drivers

(7) Specify appropriate statistical models

Fig. 1 | Analytical framework outline. This enables the production of effect maps that show how and where to manage natural capital sustainably.

Spake et al… Eigenbrod
(2019)
Delineating regional
contexts has a long history in a range of dis-

effects on pond biota and water levels and (iv) soil type, which can
affect surface and ground water movements39–41. Landscape-level
drivers include the composition and configuration of land covers
that act as sources and sinks of pollutants, in addition to buffer vegetation, and local drivers comprise the presence of an inflow and
pond size (Supplementary Information 2.1).

Generate hypotheses

• And to explore methods for understanding
the uncertainties associated with those

(6) Assess limitations of the data

Once all potential regional, landscape and local drivers and their
hierarchies have been identified, it is possible to generate specific
hypotheses about how these will affect a given ecosystem response,
including cross-scale interactions. For, rhododendron, we hypothesized a cross-scale interaction between the regional favourability,
according to pH, moisture and elevation, and some stand-level and
landscape-level variables known to affect rhododendron occurrence
(tree stocking density, distance to propagule sources, see Table 1). In
unfavourable regions, the importance of propagule sources might
be greater in facilitating successful establishment. In addition, we
hypothesized that other local- and landscape-level variables have
a consistent effect on rhododendron establishment across broad
extents. For pond water quality, our hypothesized cross-scale interaction was that the negative effect of intensive land cover would be
strongest in areas of high slope and high precipitation, where these
variables might exacerbate pollution39,40. Moreover, the effectiveness
of buffer vegetation was hypothesized to vary with these factors,
with their ability to buffer against run-off potentially overwhelmed
in high precipitation regions, suggesting a three-way interaction
between buffer, precipitation gradient and landscape-level cover of
intensive land uses.

Define regional contexts

To understand regional differences in the effects of local- and landscape-level drivers, regional contexts must be appropriately defined.
92

ciplines from hydrology42 to economic planning43. Multivariate
approaches have been widely applied to define regional contexts.
Cluster analysis (for example, k-means, self-organizing maps) identifies regions by aggregating a large number of geographical units
into a smaller number of regions by optimizing some objective
function44. Principal components analysis (PCA) has been used to
set regional context by delineating continuous gradients45. A plethora of regionalizations now exist based on various combinations
of social and ecological variables, and are becoming increasingly
incorporated in macroscale studies to identify cross-scale interactions44,46,47. However, existing regionalizations have been derived
from specific variables, for specific purposes, and are therefore
unsuitable for research questions outside of those for which they
were developed44. Moreover, different combinations of variables
will result in different regionalizations. We therefore concur with
Cheruvelil and colleagues15,44 that it is important to generate regional
contexts with driver variables related to the process of interest and
that multiple regionalizations generated from various combinations of these variables should be considered. If discrete correlation
structures are present amongst the regional drivers, cluster analysis
is most appropriate and different algorithms and clusters should be
considered as candidates48 (in the statistical models). We note that
regionalizations should be defined using the driver variables only
and not the response variable of interest.
We used three regional gradients related to rhododendron establishment across Great Britain: two gradients related to moisture and
elevation and a soil pH gradient. We calculated the first two gradients
using a PCA of elevation and soil moisture deficit. The first component, the ‘moisture and elevation gradient’ from hereon, explained
90% of the variation and represented increasing elevation and
decreasing moisture deficit. The second component accounted for
10% of the variation and identified a gradient of increasing elevation
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Brett Day & Andrew Lovatt (Advent Project)

Pre-amble
• This graphic…

- A classic Ecosystem Services approach
to landscape decisions
- To examine the impacts of the
different uncertainties
- Variously related to ES Value, Decision
scale, Data aggregation scale, etc

Underlying ESrelated gradients
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• I was going to use this framework to
examine issues in Integrating
Quantitative Social Science within
Landscape Decisions
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Pre-amble
• Day 1 & 2 indicated data and spatial data issues to discuss

- James Skates: the importance of data / model inputs
- Felix Eigenbrod: touched on spatial data issues (the MAUP)
- Paula Harrison: model transfer functions but what about data transfer functions?

• Talk examines the data used to put people into the landscape and to quantify
social processes and dynamics
- Mark Rounsevell (process) and Gary Polhill (data semantics) emphasised these needs
- The firehose of Big Data vs formal data
- Data pedigree (from census data, surveys to the many new forms of data)

• Also provides a detailed illustration of the MAUP
- It affects ALL spatial data

• These are key but often overlooked considerations

Outline
• Part 1: Quantitative Social Science

- what I originally planned to talk about (cut down!)

• Part 2: Problems with Social Data

- Importance of considering your (social) data

• Part 3 Spatial Data

- Importance of data scale and the MAUP

• Part 4: Summary
• Part 5: References, further reading & other resources

Part 1: Quantitative Social Science
• Social science data (classic)

- Census data (synoptic and
comprehensive)
- Attitudes, preference surveys etc
(parameterise ABMs)

• Now many new forms of data (what
people do & say)
- Social Media, Loyalty Cards, etc
- Cell phone movement, Oyster cards,
ANPR
- (Part 2)

• Both come with their own caveats
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Classic social science data
• Population and Agricultural Census data

- well-defined spatial frameworks, different scales
- come with many different attributes
- these can be used to integrate / link to other data
- and subsequent input to models

Classic social science data
• Population and Agricultural Census data
-

well-defined spatial frameworks, different scales
come with many different attributes
these can be used to integrate / link to other data
and subsequent input to models

Classic social science data
• Easy to get hold of

- Open Portals, APIs, etc
- Wide variety of data including census and social surveys
- Dynamic workflows can be established to pull data

New forms of data
• Easy to get hold of as well!

- Open Portals, APIs, etc
- Wide variety of data proxies for social surveys
- Dynamic workflows can be established to pull data

How are these used in Quantitative
Social Science?
• These data are used to put people into the landscape
• Population Census and New forms of data

- Social benefits, citizens, users, customers etc
- Some kind ES supply / demand (eg distance to Greenspace)
- As weights for some kind of modelling

• However their use is problematic

- Small example wrapped into a tool
- Full model can be used in an exploratory way to improve understanding in
decisions (as suggested by Paula on Day 1)

Classic ES allocation approach
Underlying ESrelated gradients
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Classic ES allocation approach
• Only examined Scores / Weights
• Many allocation uncertainties
- data scale / aggregation
- trade-offs between competing
objectives
- Pareto front uncertainties
- Scales of decision making
• Field vs Holding vs Catchment

- etc
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Problems with Social Data
• Census data are out of date the
day they are released
- tell you where people sleep
- (NOT where they live the rest of
their lives)

• Other formal data available

- Workplace Zones
- Commuting patterns
- 24/7 – See Dave Martin’s Group at
Southampton

• Annual updates for certain
population activities
• Important: social processes are
dynamic but data are static
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• Census data are out of date the
day they are released
- tell you where people sleep
- (NOT where they live the rest of
their lives)

• Other formal data available

- Workplace Zones
- Commuting patterns
- 24/7 – See Dave Martin’s Group at
Southampton

• Annual updates for certain
population activities
• Important: social processes are
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Grey et al (in review). A review of geodemographics: the need to link to underlying neighbourhood processes,
Landscape and Urban Planning

Problems with Social Data
• Temporally Static Social Data vs highly Dynamic Society

- OAC is small area level demographic classification
- Characterises the spatial variations of population socio-economic attributes

New Forms of Data
• Key Issue: we live in a very dynamic world:

- Census data limitations: do not describe social dynamics /
processes
- Social processes are rapid – often quicker than environmental

• So what about the many new forms of data?
• Have the potential to offer huge insights into social
processes and their temporal dynamics

- Recent work using graph theory to model flows / movement

• Particularly useful in urban (populated, used) places
• But also in rural areas if you know where to look!

New Forms of Data
• Key Issue: we live in a very dynamic world:
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- Census data limitations: do not describe social dynamics /
processes
- Social processes are rapid – often quicker than environmental
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• So what about the many new forms of data?
• Can offer huge insights into social processes and their
temporal dynamics
- Recent work using graph theory to model flows / movement

• Particularly useful in urban (populated, used) places
• But also in rural areas if you know where to look!
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Abstract: This study describes the integration and analysis of travel smart card data (SCD) with
points of interest (POIs) from social media for a case study in Shenzhen, China. SCD ticket price with
tap-in and tap-out times was used to identify di↵erent groups of travellers. The study examines
the temporal variations in mobility, identifies di↵erent groups of users and characterises their trip
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of users
di↵erent
travel patterns. Di↵erent groups were
identified based on their travel times and trip costs. The trip purpose associated with di↵erent groups
was evaluated by Computers,
constructing zonesEnvironment
around metro station
locations
and Systems
identifying the POIs in each
and
Urban
zone. Each POI was allocated to one of six land use types, and each zone was allocated a set of land
use weights based on the number of POI check-ins for the POIs in that zone. Trip purpose was then
journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/ceus
inferred from trip time linked to the land use at the origin and destination zones using a novel “land
use change rate” measure. A cluster analysis was used to identify sub-groups of users based on
individual temporal travel patterns, which were used to generate a novel “boarding time profile”.
The results show how di↵erent groups of users can be identified and the di↵erences in trip times and
A spatiotemporal
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the spatiotemporal availability of such bikes has the ability to provide insights into urban dynamics at a ﬁner
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1. Introduction

granularity than is possible through analysis of travel card or dock-based bike scheme data. This study analyses

dockless bike sharingand
in Nanchang,
China over
a period when a new metro line came into operation. It uses
Landscape
Urban
Planning
spatial statistics and graph-based approaches to quantify changes in travel behaviours and generates previously
unobtainable insights about urban ﬂow structures. Geostatistical analyses support understanding of large-scale
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changes
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travel behaviours and graph-based approaches allow changes in local travel ﬂows
between individual locations to be quantiﬁed and characterized. The results show how the new metro service
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comprehensive scale, remains a challenge for researchers. Traditional travel surveys [3–6] are simply
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not responsive enough to capture the dynamics of population flows within cities and critically how
patterns of movement change temporally as well as spatially. Transport system smart card data (SCD)
spatiotemporal granularity, to analyse urban ﬂows travel behaviours
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Cities are complex systems, composed of people, places, ﬂows, and

Keywords:

and mobility patterns. However, very little research has considered
urban morphology and metabolism. Zhong, Arisona, Huang, Batty, and

This study explores how formal measures of landscape wildness (i.e. absence of human artefacts, perceived

Problems with Social Data
• There are dangers using these new forms of data
• No Experimental Design à huge biases

- unknown and undocumented (sample, mis-recording, etc)
- in contrast to data collected under a designed experiment
• sampling design, QA, training, calibration / validation, etc

• Hugely problematic and ignored by much AI / ML
• See Cathy O’Neil’s Ted Talk (link at the end)

Problems with Social Data
C. Brunsdon, A. Comber

a significance test would almost certainly reject an H0 of no difference. ( n would
be huge and the standard error of the estimated difference tiny.) However, is the
difference
any consequence?
In this case, the answer
wellBig
be ‘no’.
•actual
There
is an ofpervasive
key assumption
aboutmaythe
Data
Infirehose
part, this is due to a poorly formulated hypothesis—perhaps the question here
should have been ‘is the 6-panel difference greater than £150?’ or some questions
- nà Nsignificance.
is good! (i.e.
as the
observations
approach
the population)
of practical
Perhaps
size of the effect
(here measured
in UK curis important, rather than a very specific statement about the price differ•rency)
Much
recent work has shown that it is not!
ence being true or false. In this case, it is context rather than a statistical test that
determines what is ‘significant’.
There are many more issues with the ‘n = all’ idea. Meng (2016) compared analyses of a 1% survey with 60% response rate and a self-reported administrative dataset
covering 80% of the population. They found that |𝜌| < 0.0034 in order to trust the
latter, indicating that Big Data even with quite slight bias is the worst option, challenging the unquestioned belief of quantity over quality and that if n is very large,
then hypothesis testing is infallible, and suggesting the potential for erroneous decision-making and policy implementation. Here, full disclosure of the testing procedure is important, in addition to a critical view, avoiding being seduced into trusting
results from a large data sample, without knowledge of the data collection process.
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approach, taking into account the issues raised. It highlights the dangers of failing to account for the geographical properties of data, now that all data are spatial
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a significance test would almost certainly reject an H0 of no difference. ( n would
be huge and the standard error of the estimated difference tiny.) However, is the
difference
any consequence?
In this case, the answer
wellBig
be ‘no’.
•actual
There
is an ofpervasive
key assumption
aboutmaythe
Data
Infirehose
part, this is due to a poorly formulated hypothesis—perhaps the question here
should have been ‘is the 6-panel difference greater than £150?’ or some questions
- nà Nsignificance.
is good! (i.e.
as the
observations
approach
the population)
of practical
Perhaps
size of the effect
(here measured
in UK curis important, rather than a very specific statement about the price differ•rency)
Much
recent work has shown that it is not!
ence being true or false. In this case, it is context rather than a statistical test that
determines what is ‘significant’.
There are many more issues with the ‘n = all’ idea. Meng (2016) compared analyses of a 1% survey with 60% response rate and a self-reported administrative dataset
covering 80% of the population. They found that |𝜌| < 0.0034 in order to trust the
latter, indicating that Big Data even with quite slight bias is the worst option, challenging the unquestioned belief of quantity over quality and that if n is very large,
then hypothesis testing is infallible, and suggesting the potential for erroneous decision-making and policy implementation. Here, full disclosure of the testing procedure is important, in addition to a critical view, avoiding being seduced into trusting
•results
Suggests
thedata
need
towithout
take knowledge
a critical
approach
toprocess.
the many
from a large
sample,
of the
data collection

‘big data’ – I will return to this at the end
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- Importance of data scale and the MAUP

• Part 4: Summary
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Scale and the MAUP
• Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (Openshaw, 1984)
• Ecological Fallacy (Robinson, 1950)
• Simply:

- statistical relationships, trends and correlations trends
may exhibit very different properties when data are
aggregated over different reporting units at different
scales
- the MAUP describes the distortion of rate calculations
and their impact on statistical analyses
- Model outputs will vary when constructed from data
aggregated over different areal units

• It applies to ALL spatial data

Scale and the MAUP
C. Brunsdon, A. Comber

Example:
• Same model
• Constructed over
different spatial units
• Results in very different
understanding,
inferences and
prediction
• And potentially different
decisions

Example:
• House price linked to

- Output Areas (300 people)
- Lower Super OAs(1500 people)

• Overall counts of the population is
the same but distributed over
different spatial units

Scale and the MAUP
• It’s a bit of a pain!
• Non-linear, non-nested, non-hierarchical – ie difficult to predict
• You basically have to evaluate its impacts for the task in hand
• You should definitely examine it if you are linking models
• Just 2 current LD research examples:

- Forest disease risk models constructed over forest stands and applied to a
model cast over grid (eg 1 or 2km) to examine risk / biomass trade-offs
- Landscape archetypes / classification at different levels (farms, system,
landscape): different input data scales will generate different classifications
and affect any classification hierarchy in different ways
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What has not been covered
• Social Data Semantics and Ontologies

- Ontology: a specification of a conceptualisation
- Expand Gary’s Forest example (recent change in definition of a COVID death)
What is a forest?

What is a forest?

From Comber, A.J., Fisher, P.F., Wadsworth, R.A., (2005). What is land cover?
Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 32:199-209
Does not include species, area, strip width
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Comber, A.J., Fisher, P.F., Wadsworth, R.A., (2005). What is land cover? Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 32:199-209.

likely dissimilarities. It is rather difficult to formalize what we mean by similarity and dissimilarity,
but when asking an expert, he is in general able to take a decision and to fill up a table such as:
Classes #2 L1
Classes #1
C1
1

L2

…

Ln

-1

-1

C2

0

1

-1

-1

-1

1

What has not been covered
…

Cp

Table 1: example of an expert look-up table

This matrix, called a “Look-Up Table” (short: LUT), and precisely an “Expert LUT” can be used to
determine a probable transition status between parcels:
For a parcel A, suppose that ci is a unique classes of A at first date and lj is a unique classes of A at
second date,

• Social Data Semantics and Ontologies
if LUT(i,j) = 1, then A is unchanged,
if LUT(i,j) = -1, then A is changed
if LUT(i,j) = 0 then status of A is unknown

- Ontology: a specification of a conceptualisation
- Expand Gary’s Forest example (recent change in definition of a COVID death)

We combine the result of our approach in Pham et al (2003) and the “Expert LUT” to determine a
common ontology of LCMGB and LCM2k on each study zone. For example, information lattice in
Figure 1 represents the result of integration of ontologies. The node containing the classes of different
datasets, for instance node 13.1, C1, C2 in Figure 1, means that there is the correspondence between
these classes. When we integration the information of land cover classes in a parcel A, if the consensus
or aggregation is in a same node of them then A is unchanged, if the consensus land cover classes in
two dates is its super-class then we can conclude there are the mismatch, or internal confusion, or less
reliable. It depends on the distance between them and its consensus, if the consensus land cover
classes in two dates is bottom then A is changed. We will clearly present this solution of change
detection in Section 4.2.

• Lattices / Semantic mapping to link divergent ontologies
quality is intended to limit the computation to parcels which present enough information for making a
decision of change.
For each parcel for detecting of change, the steps of the integration process as following:

1st step: fusion toplist of LCMGB and toplist of LCM2K. It integrates a pair wise of toplist to
calculate the consensus of land cover classes.
f11 = (1st of LCMGB ƒ 1st of LCM2k)

f22 = (2nd of LCMGB ƒ 2nd of LCM2k)

f12 = (1st of LCMGB ƒ 2nd of LCM2k)

f23 = (2nd of LCMGB ƒ 3rd of LCM2k)

f13 = (1st of LCMGB ƒ 3rd of LCM2k)

f24 = (2nd of LCMGB ƒ 4th of LCM2k)

f21 = (2nd of LCMGB ƒ 1st of LCM2k)

…

2nd step: build the preference partial pre-order to conclude about change
3rd step: change decision basing on the preference partial pre-order
Figure 3: LCMGB map display of majority class Figure 4: Broad Habitat display of LCM2k
Toplist of
LCMGB
1st

1st

2nd

2nd

3rd

3rd

4th

4th

5th

5th

st

1 step: fusion toplist

Figure 1: Information lattice of common ontology of LCMGB and LCM2k

f11

Toplist of
LCM2k

f12

f21

¬p

f31, f13, f22
¬p’

f23

nd

f32

p’

f33

…

…

p

rd

2 step & 3 step: preference partial
pre-order and change decision
Figure 2: integration process

4.3 Results
Figure 3 and Figure 4 display the same midland zone: Figure 3 shows the map of majority class taken
from LCMGB; Figure 4 is the map of Broad Habitat of LCM2k, colored according to the LCM2k
display class description. The parcels color white lack information of land cover classes.

Figure 5: majority class change completeness
≥0.5 and consistency = {first}

Figure 6: change with completeness ≥0.5 and
consistency = {first, second, third}

5 Conclusion
and future works
Comber, A., Fisher, P., Wadsworth, R., (2004). Integrating land cover data with different ontologies: identifying change from inconsistency. International Journal
of Geographical
Information Science, 18(7):
We have presented a solution to conclude about of land cover change. This solution takes into account
5 displays the change when the integration takes as input the major class of LCMGB and Broad
691-708. Jeansoulin, R., Pham, T.T. and Comber, A.J. (2004). Land cover change detection: aFigure
quality-aware
and
semantic-based
approach.
In
Proceedings
of
Information
Processing
and Management
of
constraints on quality information related to the completeness
and consistency degree of classification
Habitat of LCM2k. The constraint on quality for query of integration is (completeness >=50%) and
of each parcel and to internal conceptual consistency. Then it integrates the two land cover classes
(consistence = fisrt).
This
constraint is “strong”, for this reason there many parcels detected change.
th
th
Uncertainty in Knowledge-Based Systems 2004, (eds. B. Bouchon-Meunier, G. Coletti, and R. R. Yager),
4 -9 July, Universita' di Perugia, Perugia.
hierarchies under a common information lattice and proposes a way to identify the consensus of land
[legend: no change= green, change= red, indecision= yellow, white= insufficient information for

What has not been covered
• New forms of data (citizen science, VGI) problematic

- Different groups of people see the world in different ways: semantics
- With HUGE consequences for analysis
Crowdsourcing: It Matters Who the Crowd Are

Geo-Wiki
Uses Google Earth
Web and smartphone
App, games etc
Different campaigns
Hosted by IIASA

• Users record the land
cover that they think is
there

Crowdsourcing: It Matters Who the Crowd Are

Country A vs
Country B
• Expert vs
non-Expert

Country A

a) all contributors
b) Country A
c) Country B
d) Difference b) & c)

• A vs B
• High levels of
differences
• Interpretation
of Forest,
Shrub, Barren,
Grass

Country B

•
•
•
•
•

Semantic / Ontological Differences

http://www.geo-wiki.org
Fig 6. The land cover maps generated by data from a) all contributors, b) contributors from Gondor, c) Non-Gondor
and d) a map of difference, with differences in red.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158329.g006

from Gondor under-estimate Grass, Crop, Wetland, Urban, Barren, Snow and Water when
compared to all contributors and that Non-Gondor contributors under-estimate Shrub.
The Commissions indicate the proportions of each class derived from analysis of the group
data (Gondor or Non-Gondor) that were a different class in the reference data. Commission
values are calculated from 1 minus the diagonal element in the full correspondence matrix in
S1 Table, S2 Table, S3 Table and S4 Table divided by the column total. There are large differ-

Fig 7. The correspondence matrix of the land cover maps generated from data contributed by Gondor
and Non-Gondor subsets. Diagonal agreement and low levels of off-diagonal disagreement are indicated in
white, with increasing levels of off-diagonal disagreement shaded from light to dark orange.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158329.g007

difference in Fig 8D) and the off-diagonal values in Fig 9 indicate] that there are fewer differ-

between Experts
and Non-Experts
between
Gondor and11(7):
Non-Gondor.
The largest
Comber A, Mooney P, Purves RS, Rocchini D and Walz A (2016). Crowdsourcing: It Matters Who the Crowd Are. The Impacts of between Group ences
Variations
in Recording
Landthan
Cover.
PlosONE,
e0158329,
differences are in the way that Forest and Grass land covers are interpreted.
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0158329

Table 6 summarises the marginal Omission and Commission rates calculated from the full

What has not been covered
• Process spatial non-stationarity in social data very common

- Different relationships expected locally: this is Tobler’s First Law of Geography
- Many tools for handling this (eg spatially varying coefficient models)
- Implications for LD models using social data? Move away from whole map
models / statistics?
GWR

As a geographer…
• I do not expect things to be the same
everywhere

- expect to find clusters, hotspots etc… spatial
auto-correlation
- interested in how and where processes,
relationships, etc vary spatially

• In statistical terminology… I am interested
in relationship spatial non-stationarity and
process spatial heterogeneity
• This is Tobler’s first law of Geography

"Everything is related to
everything else, but near things
are more related to each other”

• Geographically Weighted
Regression

Background

Sensitive to Tobler’s 1st Law
Generates model coefficient
estimates at different locations
Shows spatial variation in relationship
PctBach
100 to 200
200 to 300
300 to 400
400 to 500
500 to 600
600 to 700

GWR

PctEld
-2,600 to -2,400
-2,400 to -2,200
-2,200 to -2,000
-2,000 to -1,800
-1,800 to -1,600
-1,600 to -1,400
-1,400 to -1,200

• Geographically Weighted
Regression
• Explicitly accommodates
Tobler’s 1st Law
• An example of a spatially
varying coefficient model
Probably the most well known

Brunsdon C, Fotheringham AS, Charlton ME (1996). Geographically Weighted Regression: A
Method for Exploring Spatial Non-stationarity. Geographical Analysis 28(4):281-298, many
papers thereafter and a book in 2002…

• Uses a moving window or
kernel
• Constructs a series of local
models using data under the
kernel
• Data are weighted by distance
to kernel centre
• Creates many local regression
models (ie local coefficients)
• These vary spatially

Tobler, W.R., 1970. A computer movie simulating urban growth in the Detroit region. Economic Geography, 46(sup1), pp.234-240.

Comber A, Brunsdon C, Charlton M, Dong G, Harris R, Lu B, Lü Y, Murakami D, Nakaya T, Wang Y and Harris P (2020). The GWR route map: a guide to the informed
applicaLon of GWR. Paper published on Arxiv hMps://arxiv.org/abs/2004.06070

Summary
• Care is needed in linking social data (esp preferences): small changes
à large differences in outcome (eg in ES modelling)
• Capturing social processes / dynamics is important
• Much data describe these

- Formal data: comprehensive (census) or targeted survey
- Informal data: high volumes, dynamic and diverse

• But

- Formal data out of date and temporally static
- Informal data has huge biases

• They can be linked to overcome this

Why am I saying all this?
• I was horrified when doing lit review for this
paper
- ArcGIS incorporated location/allocation, supply
/demand models (p-median etc)
- Few applied the right model to their problem

• Parallels to wide availability of spatial data
(as well as tools)
• In Geography spatial data issues are well
known (esp wrt population)
• Domain knowledge ¹ Spatial Data
knowledge

Suggestions
• The MAUP should be routinely tested for

- a massive and overlooked issue, affects all spatial data
- always should describe how model is affected by the MAUP

• Small targeted datasets are better than a Big Data shotgun ie !(nà all)
- Don’t believe the hype!

• Integrate formal & informal data to capture social processes / dynamics
• Apply Data Transfer Functions (not just model TFs) within model coupling
• Replace static models with Dashboards? (dynamic, exploratory, flexible)
• Advocate taking a Critical approach to all analyses of informal data and spatial data – see
Brunsdon and Comber (2020)

Critical Data Studies
• CDS approach: openness, transparency, sharing, reproducibility for
defensible spaXal data science
• Counter to the hype of the so-called Big Data revoluXon

- data analy4cs, data science and spa4al data science replacing sta4s4cs, sta4s4cal
analysis and spa4al analysis

• Needed because all data are spa6al - they are collected somewhere
• Requires deep consideraXon of issues related to data spa6al proper6es
- the MAUP, don’t assume ‘n à all’ is beYer, quesUons of pracUcal signiﬁcance vs
poorly formulated hypothesis / data mining

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 − 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
= 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔

Adverts
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